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1. Introduction. The taking of the real part of an analytic function of

one complex variable is an operation which transforms (in function space)

the totality of these functions into the totality of harmonic functions of two

variables. Almost every theorem on analytic functions gives rise to a corre-

sponding theorem in the theory of the latter functions. The similarity in

structure suggests the use of an analogous approach in the theory of functions

satisfying linear partial differential equations of the elliptic type,

(1.1)  L(U) m UzS + a(z, z)Uz + b(z, z)U, + c(z, z)U = 0,

/d2U     d2U\ / /dU       8U\ /
U., = (--+--)/4,      L72=(-i-)/2,

\dx2     by2)' \dx dy/f

/dU      dU\ /
Ui = (-h i-1/2,      z = x + iy,      z = x — iy.

\dx dyjf

In this connection there arises first of all, the question of finding all opera-

tors of this kind. All operators which transform the class of functions/(z) into

the class of functions U(z, z), L(U) =0, (functions of both classes considered

in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin) can be determined by

formal calculations.

However the transformation of various results requires that the operation

be applicable "in the large," that is to say, that every analytic function/regu-

lar in a domain S32 of a certain class £) may be transformed into a function U

regular in 332 and that the inverse operator U = P_1(/) possess the same prop-

erty.

Further, for many purposes it is important that for various sequences of

functions/,,, the relation lim«,» P[/n(z)] =P[lim„,„/„(z)] shall hold(').

In addition to the problem of studying all operators and their classifica-

tion from this point of view, one may consider a particular operator. To a
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O A system of functions \<p,(z)}, v= 1,2, ■ • • possessing the property that every function it

regular in a domain S82 of certain type D can be approximated therein by 2j»_ia»*v(*)i may be

denoted as a basis of the class of analytic function with respect to 5D.

An operator with the above properties transforms a basis {<p,(z)} into a basis }p[^(z)]}

of the class of functions U with respect to D. Certain properties of the basis {P(z")} can be used

to characterize the operation P.
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certain extent it is useful first to study the latter problem, in order to see

how the different properties of the operator influence the transformation of

the results, and in order to get a clearer concept of the laws which govern this

transformation.

In this paper we shall study the sfjjfji question. We shall return to the

first problem at another place.

Notation. We denote the cartesian coordinates of the plane by x, y. Often,

however, we shall write z=x+iy, z=x—iy, instead of x and y. We note that

if we extend the functions considered to complex values of x and y, the vari-

ables z and z are no longer conjugate to each other.

Manifolds will be denoted by German letters, the upper index indicating

the dimension of the manifold.

%2 will always denote a star-domain of the (x, y)-plane, with center at the

origin. Its boundary will be denoted by f1. f1 is supposed to be a differenti-

ate curve.

Further, we denote by E [ • • ■ ] the set of points whose coordinates satisfy

the relations indicated in brackets. S means the logical sum.

I. The operator and its properties

2. The class of functions (J?(E). A survey of obtained results. A complex

harmonic function h{z, z) of two real variables x, y can be represented in the

form

(2.1) . h(z, i) = F(z) + G(z)

where F(z) and G(z) are analytic functions of one complex variable. Since we

can write F(z) = /L,/[(z/2)(l ~/2)] (1 -t2)~ll2dt, (2.l)can be written in the form

(2.2) Hz, -z) = jl {/[(i/2)(i -<*)] + g[(i/2)(i - f*)i}(i - eyv*dt

where/and g are analytic functions, of one complex variable, which are regu-

lar at the origin.

As was indicated in [3] (numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography),

the representation (2.2) can be generalized. Suppose that a, b, c, are analytic

functions of two complex variables z, z. Then for every equation L(U)=0

[see (1.1)], there exist functions

(2 .3) E*(z, 2, 0 = 1 + t2zzEt(z, z,t), k = 1, 2,

such that every solution of L(U) = 0 can be written in the form

(2.4)

U(z, z) = J [exp(- JZ <wßjEi(z, -z, f)/((*/2)(l - t2))

+ exp(- f 'b(k)Mz, z, fl«((2/2)(l - <2))J (1 - t2)-l'2dt.
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For many purposes, instead of considering the functions

U(z, z) = exp(- f^adijf1^, z, <)/((*/2)(l - /2))(1 - P)-l'*dt,

it is useful to investigate the functions

uiz, z) = U(z, z) • expl   I   adz J
(2.5) L Vo

= J*Ei(z, -z, 0/((s/2)(1 - - tTll2dt.

Let be the totality of analytic functions of the complex variable z

which are regular at the origin. The totality of functions u(z, z) which can be

represented in the neighborhood of the origin in the form

(2 .6)   u(z, I) = P(/) = J   E(z, g, 0/(O/2)(l - *2))(1 - P)-U*dt,     f G e(D.

will be known as the class (2) (J?(E). We define E(z z, t) to be the generating

function of Q(E), f the associate of u, and call the domain in which the repre-

sentation is valid the domain of association.

If Ei satisfies a certain partial differential equation, the functions,

Z7G[exp (-fladz)]-Q(Ei) satisfy the equation L(U)=0. [f(z, z) ■ (j?(Ei) de-
notes here the class of functions/(z, z)-u, where wG£(Ei).] The totality of

the solutions of L(U) =0 is given by

^exp(- f'adi^-CQLi) + [exp(- f

where C*(E) is a class analogous to Q, the associates of whose functions are

analytic functions of z. The present paper is devoted to a general study of

the functions of any class that is, a class of analytic functions of two

real variables x, y which can be represented in a sufficiently small neighbor-

hood of the origin by the right-hand member of (2.6)(3).

In this paper we drop the assumption that the functions w£C(E) satisfy

(2) We may also consider classes of functions for which a representation analogous to (2.6)

holds in the neighborhood of a point a, a 0. Functions satisfying L{ U) — 0 possess the property

that the representation (2.4) exists for every point a. The study of the dependence upon the

point a of E(z, z, t|a) and the associate/(z|a), of a function u is an interesting problem of the

theory.

(3) The relation (2.6) may be interpreted as a mapping (in the function space) of into

the class (^(E). We are going to study the duality between the theories of the functions of (j?(l),

and those of (J?(E).
Note that our space of functions includes those which are not denned in one fixed domain,

but only in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin.

These functions arise also in other connections, for example, as a set of particular solutions
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a linear partial differential equation. We suppose only that the functions u

possess the two properties A and B which we now describe.

A. The function E can be written in the form

(2.7) E(z, i, /,) = !+ *2zzE*(z, z, t),

where E* is an analytic function of two complex variables z, z regular in the

region E[|z| <», |z| <°o] and a continuously differentiate function of z, z,

t in E[|z| < oo, |z| < oo, \t\ gl].

We note that from A follow:

Ai. Every «G(J?(E), regular in a star-domain g2, can be continued an-

alytically in(4)

(2.8) SR4©2) = E [z = a + ib, z = a - ib, (a, b) G g2, a, b real].

As. For every wGC(E)>

(2.9) I «(z,z) I gcmax         |, for (z, z) G 8f4(S2)

and

c =        max I E(z, z, f) I.
U.f)G8t4(ä?2),Kl^i

B. There exists, for every g2, an operator G(z, z, f, f,X0o, • • • , -X"m„) such

that

(2.10) m(z,z)= f G[«,|,r,l.«(t,n,*tUiT), ■ ■ • ,«rr(f,?)]^f, (z,z)G$K4®2).

Here f1 is the boundary of g2, dst is the line element of f, and G(z, z, f, f,

Xoo • • • Xmn), [ \ XPq\ < oo, (pg) = (00), • • • , (mn)] is an analytic function of

two complex variables z, z, which is regular in S?4^2).

Since we suppose that E(z, z, /) is an analytic function of two complex

variables z, z the functions u(z, z) are also analytic functions of two complex

variables. In general, they can be continued analytically in the space ranged

over by two complex variables and, therefore, outside of their domains of

association.

In developing the theory of the functions of (J?(E), one may distinguish

the following two types of results:

of partial differential equations of order higher than two, or as solutions of systems of partial

differential equations. We note that often the pair of solutions of a system of equations may be

interpreted physically, for example, as the stream and potential function of a flow.

It should be stressed that our investigations concern the behavior of functions u(z, z) for

real values of x and y (that is, for z and z which are conjugate). However, in some auxiliary con-

siderations we shall extend x and y to complex values.

(4) To every point with the coordinates x — a, y — b there correspond planes ^2(a, 6)

= E[z=a+i6] and O2(o, 6)=E[z = o— ib] in the four-dimensional space. Thus, 9J4(SJ) is the

intersection of two four-dimensional cylinders.
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(1) Theorems in which u(z, z) is considered inside of the domain of asso-

ciation, 2l2.

(2) Theorems concerning the behavior of u on the boundary(6) of 2I2, as

well as the properties of u outside of 2l2.

Many theorems of the type (1) follow immediately, for the functions u,

from corresponding results in the theory of analytic functions, by using the

representation(6) (2.6) and the Corollary 3.1 (p. 136). In particular this is

true for many theorems stating that an analytic function can be represented

as the sum of a linear combination of a finite or infinite number of analytic

functions, belonging to a given set. For instance, this is true for theorems

dealing with development in series, and on approximation, and the Cauchy

integral formula, as well as the many consequences of these theorems. (See

§§5 and 6.)

In §7 we show that the connection between the position of certain singu-

larities of u(z, z) and the coefficients Bmn of the development 2~lBmnxmyn of u

is, to a certain degree independent of any special choice of E* (see (2.7), [2]

and [3]). The same holds for various theorems concerning the connection

between Bmn and the regularity domain, the growth of u and averages of u

with certain weight functions. In §9 we study the coincidence, along curves,

of the values of functions belonging to two different classes. These considera-

tions show that many properties of the functions u of the class (J?(E) are

either independent of the choice of E* (see (2.7)) or depend upon E* in a

simple manner.

In particular since functions u satisfying (1.1) can be presented in the

form (2.4) with Efc of the form (2.7) (see [3, §l])(7) these results are valid for

the solution of partial differential equations

L(U) = 0.

Since E** is the only expression in (2.3) which depends on a, b, c, the resulting

relations are independent of the coefficients a, b, c of the equation.

On the other hand, solutions of certain equations L(U)=0 form also a

class (3(E) wherein E is of a quite different form from that here considered;

for instance wherein

(6) The study of singularities of functions of Qiß) is a particular one of this group of ques-

tions.

(6) In previous papers [3], [4] we proved that the solutions of an equation L(u) = 0 can be

presented in the form (2.4) with E*, k = \,2 possessing properties A and B. With this result we

constructed two sets of functions {<t>y\z, z)} which serve as bases of the class (J?(E*) with re-

spect to the star-domains. In [4] we discussed the application of this method to the actual solu-

tion of boundary value and characteristic value problems.

(') The existence of the operator G(z, z, f, f, Xoa, X10, X01) for these functions follows from

Green's formula. (See [ll, p. SIS, (9)].)

We note that U differs slightly from u. (See (2.4) and (2.5).) This should be kept in mind

when formulating results for solutions of differential equations.
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(2.11) E = ̂ X)f?,(a, S)J|exp^ 2/^,(8,2)Jj-.

(See [3, §3].)

Since various properties of the class (j?(E) depend to a large extent upon

E, the study of (^(E) with various forms of E gives results which are quite

different from the results of this paper(8).

The study of with E of the form (2.11) seems to be particularly im-

portant for the study of singularities of functions satisfying L(u) = 0.

It is possible to show that to a pole of the associate function / (of u) there

corresponds in this case, a singularity of u with the following property: u

satisfies two ordinary differential equations in z and z, with coefficients

which depend in a simple manner upon pn and q„. (See [3, §2] and [2].)

3. Determination of/in terms of u(z, z), (z, z)£3J4(r?2)- In this section we

shall determine the operator

(3.i) /(f) = K(r|M),

inverse to (2.6). For the sake of simplicity, we shall deal in the future with a

certain operator Q instead of R. Q is connected with R by the relation (9)

(2£)"2 d^Q(2^\ u)

T(l/2) dp'2

which may be written in the form of an integral relation:

2  r r'2 dQ{2i sin2 # I u)
(3.3) «({ «)=-        £ sin d-— dd + 7r-lw(0, 0)

x J o d(l- sin2 &)

(cf. [3, p. 1177]).

Theorem 3.1. We have the relation

(3.4) 0(€ I «) = «(€, 0).

Proof. It follows from property A (cf. p. 133), that

(3.2) R({|«) =

(8) As shown in [3], if E(z, z, /) satisfies a certain partial differential equation, then U,

UG(^(E), satisfies the equation L{U) =0. Clearly this equation may have many solutions, any

of which can be used as E. We note that the equation (1.2) of [3] can be simplified. Introducing

p = izW instead of t, equation (1.2) becomes E*„-p-1E*+2p(E*ä+PEt4-i?E) =0. E* is con-

nected with E by the relation (1.8) of [3]. (See also [3, p. 1177].) Finally, writing

E* = l+pQ(z, z, p) we obtain QiP+2p(Q!i+DQi + FQ)+2F=0.
For certain purposes it is also useful to consider an operator of the form P(/) =/(z)Ei(z, z)

+/f Ej(z, S, s)f(p(z, s))ds or, others of more complicated structure.

Note that the above operator transforms log z into a function with a logarithmic singular-

ity.

(9) We define, as usual, d1/2(Ha,Ir")/dr1/2=Z(r(« + l)/r(n + l/2))a„r'-1'2.
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(3.5) u(z, 0) = J /((s/2)(l - *2))(1 - P)-U*dt.

Suppose now that/(z) =22» -oanzn. Then

«(«, o) = Z ö»(z/2)n f1 (l - py^dt

(3.6)
oO

= X o»(z/2)T(n + l/2)r(l/2)/r(» + 1).
n-0

Since i? (z| w) =/(z) =22>T-oanZ", the relation (3.4) follows from (3.2) and (3.6).

If /(z/2) is regular in §2, then it follows, by (2.6) and A, that u(z, z), too,

is regular in %2. Theorem 3.1 yields the inverse statement given by

Corollary 3.1. Suppose that u{z, z), m(E(3(E), is regular in a star-domain

g2. Then f (z/2) is regular in g2.

This fact is an immediate consequence of (3.4). For the regularity of

f(z/2) = R(z/2\u) in g2 follows by (3.2) from the regularity of Q(z\u) in the

same domain. The regularity of Q = u(z, 0) in g2 follows from B since the

domain E[z£vS2, z = 0] lies in $R4(82).

4. Determination of the associate function in terms of u(z, z) in the real

plane. Relations (3.3) and (3.4) give the representation of the associate func-

tion. But in this formula there appear functions u(z, z) for which the values of

2 and z are, in general, not conjugate to each other. This means that we con-

sider v(x, y) = u{z, z) for complex values of x, y. On the other hand, for many

questions it is important to have a formula where v(x, y) appears and takes

on only real values of the arguments. We obtain such a formula by substitut-

ing the right-hand member of (2.10) for win (3.4). (See [5, §3].) However, this

last formula is inconvenient because the expression obtained for Q depends

on G, and therefore on (3(E). Because of the importance of formulas for R,

we shall indicate other expressions for Q which are independent of (3(E).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that u(z, z)£(3(E) « regular in E[x2+y2 = 4=R2].

Assume r<R. Then
1   /»2r / » rk  dk ru(fetr re-'^re^l,

(4.1) Q(f «)=- --;-^—\\d<p.
2x Jo    I i-o kl drk]_     re'* - f Jj

Proof. By (2.7) we have
CO      oo co

(4.2) u(z, z) = Q(z I u) + 22 22 Amnzmzn,      Q(z \ u) = 22 Am0zm.
m=l n=l m=0

The series (4.2) converges uniformly and absolutely(10) in E[[ z| <i?, | z| <R],

(l0) The absolute convergence follows from V," o^fiM**! |s™z"|       HT."       , |e„, „(<)|

•      llZlok^"! (tt -'2)/2)"]U
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Integrating along the circle \z\ =r of the real plane, we obtain

Now 2^1?-oA,+q,y$2" is an analytic function of the complex variable f, | f[ ^R.

We introduce a new variable Z = X~r, and develop this function about the

point Z = 0. Then putting Z= —r, we obtain

1   f 2t f " rk  dk ru(reiv, re~i'")T| a>
(4.4) 48l) = —        <Z(-D*-~-[-

2»J0    \ iTo k\ drkl       r"       JJ e«*

Equation (4.1) follows from (4.4).

Remark. Analogous considerations yield Q(z\u) in terms of Re(w) and .

Im(w), respectively. In fact, by (4.2) we have

tO 00

u(z, z) + «(z, z) = Q(z I U) + Q(z I U) 4- £ YaA^rfimZn
m-=ln—1

00 00

4" ^ ) ^ ) Amnzmzn,

and

(1/2») f    (»+ w)d> = (Joo + loo) + (i*u + Äu)r2

(i/t*) f    (u + u)e-^dv = Aq»r* + (Aq+1A + li.5+i)r«+2
J o

+ (Aq+2A + 22,9+2V+4 + ■••

for q = l. Similarly,

(1/2») I     (« - ü)d<p = (^oo - 3"oo) + (An — An)r2 + ■ • • .
* o

In the same way as before, the associate function

(4.5) f(z) = T(z I «'■») 4- iC(z I *<») = G(z I «<2)) 4- »M(z | «<*>)

can be determined (to within .4Co) from either the real or imaginary part of
u = uw+iui2).

For some purposes, it is convenient to have a formula for Q(z \ u) in which

no derivatives of u appear. In order to obtain such an expression, we need

certain lemmas.
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Lemma 4.1. Let x1 = E[0-r1 — r^r2<R]. There exists a set of functions

<p,{z) such that

II      <fi,(z)<pp.(z)dxdy = 1,  for   v = p,
(4.6a) J J \*\<r

= 0,  for   v ^ p,

I   <by(r)^(r)dr = A„  for   v = p,
(4.6b) Jx1

= 0   for   v 9^ p.

Proof. As is well known, the system {(w/7r)1/2Zn_1} is orthonormal in the

unit circle, \z\ <1. Set h{Z) ̂ a^nl^Z^, g{Z) =Yj>n(nl-w)wZ"-\ The
Hermitian form

(4.7)

»   oo         (nm)m rn

h{p)g(p)dP = EI aJ>n- p^-Hp
p, m=ln=l V       J P!

= 2^ 2^ a>»&» ~—;-77(f>2     — p» ),pi<P2<i,
m=ln=l «■(« + W — 1)

is completely continuous (vollstetig), since Zm-iZn-iP^"1-1 exists (see

[9, pp. 147-151, especially p. 151]). Therefore, (4.7) can be written in the

form

00 /     00 V     /     00 \

(4.8) Ex.* E
«=1 \m=l / V n=l /

where {o,n} is a unitary matrix. Since {o8n} is unitary, the functions

CO

(4.9) *.(Z) - £ («A)1'«"-1
n-l

have the property that

f f     4>,(Z)JM)dXdY = 1,      r^(p)^(p)dP = X*forv = M,
(4.10) JJizk! JP1

= 0, = 0 for v 9^ p.

Substituting in (4.9) Z=z/R, pk = rk/R, \r=\*/R, <p,(z) R)/R, we ob-

tain a system of the desired form.

Lemma 4.2. Let g(z) be an analytic function of one complex variable z, regular in

\z\ =R, which takes on the values F(r)on r1, and for which JJ[z\<r\ g(z) \ 2dxdy<°° .

Then

" <t>,(z) r ii
(4.11) g(z) = D F(r)<fir(r)dr, \ z \ < R.
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Proof. By theorems on orthogonal functions [7 p. 26], it is seen that g(z)

can be represented in | s| <R in the form g(z) =2~l?-iA*(pv(z), where the series

converges uniformly in \z\ f^p<R. Since E^-i-^'^M = F(r) f°r r&1< the

relation
»00 00 y» /%

I 4>ß(r)2~2AMr)dr= 2ZA> I <t>,(r)$ß(r)dr = I F(r)^(r)dr
J r1 v=\ v=l      J t1 J r1

gives us \llAß= JtiF(r)<py(r)dr, which yields (4.11).

Remark. From (4.11) and (4.9) we have

CO f%

(4.12) g(0) = R-'Yl (<mA.) F(r)+,(r)dr.

Theorem 4.2. Under hypothesis of Theorem 4.1, we have

o,i<t>,(r) r2r u(reir, rer**)™'*

27r/t:L ,-i Jr1   xs Jo
d<pdr

re1* - X

Proof. By (4.3) (with k = 0) and (4.12), we have

1    -   /- o.i0.(r) f2* «(re", re-4*)
(4.14) /1„„ =-22 - I -:-d<pdr.

2irR s=iJci     Xs    J0 rneln*

Since 0(<r| w) =ZXo4»of"> the relation (4.13) follows.

Theorem 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, we have

' 2t u(rei,f, re~iv)d<p
(4.15) 0(n«)=~E(« + 1/2)P,.(0) f ' n Pa(r/ri)dr C —

2t n_o J r=—r, J 0 *"i

w&ere the functions Pn are Legendre polynomials.

(1 - f/re")

11\ <V

Proof. Integrating (4.2) multiplied by e~Hv along the circle \z\ =r,

r^ri<R, of the real plane, we obtain

A 1    C2,r uire1*, re-**)
(4.16) £ A v+q,vr2' = ---- dv.

,=o 2wr" J o e">*

Since 22r.o<4>'+8.>'''2" is a function of bounded variation, it can be developed

in a uniformly convergent series

00

(4.17) '=°
" r r-ri    dr C2x uire1*, re-^dip

= E(" + l/2)P,(r/n) —- P,(r/rO -—
_o Jr—r, 2irr« Jo rie"*

Substituting r = 0 we obtain (4.15) from (4.17).
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II. Duality between the theory of analytic functions of

one complex variable and the theory of functions of (3(E)

5. An integral formula for functions of (3(E). In this section we shall de-

velop an analogue of the Cauchy integral formula.

Theorem 5.1. For every point Z there exists a function H{z, z; Z)£(3(E),

regular in the region E[|z| < o° ] — R[z = Zs, 2^s< <x>], such that every function

u(z, z)G(3(E) can be represented by the line-integral

(5.1) u(z, z) = (1/2«) f R(Z I u)H(z, z; Z)dZ.
Ja1

a1 is an arbitrary rectifiable closed curve, lying in the domain of association of u,

and such that the origin lies in its interior.

Proof. By (2.1) and the Cauchy integral formula we have

u(z, i) = JlE(z, i, f)/((*/2)(l - *2))(1 - tTmdt

(5.2) = (1/2x0 f 1(M,*)(1 - <2)-1/2[ f/W/V ~ (*/2)<l - ?))dZ^dt

= (1/2x0 fj(Z) [ j 1 [E(z, -z, t)/(Z - (z/2)(l - t2)) ](1 - t*)-v*dt^ dZ.

The expression in the bracket belongs to (3(E); designating it by H(z, z; Z),

we obtain (5.1) by (3.1).

6. Development in series and approximation in (3(E). If &„(z) converges

to a limit function h(z) for z£t52> n—► <», then by (2.9),

(6.1) lim [P(Än(z))] = P(Ä(z)), zG82.
n—»oo

This fact enables us to prove, in the theory of functions of (3(E), a large

group of theorems dealing with normal families, on development in series,

and on approximation.

Examples. I. Suppose a sequence w„(z, z), n = \, 2, ■ ■ • of functions regu-

lar in g2 is given, with «„G(3(E„). Let, furthermore, lim„,00E„(z, z, t) =E(z, z, t)

for (z, z)G8!, —1=<=1- Finally, let Q(z|«„) omit (that is, fail to take on)

two distinct values. Then w„(z, z) form a normal family.

II. As is well known, there exist sets of functions {/P(z)} possessing the

property that every function / regular in a domain g2 can be therein repre-

sented in the form /(z) =2~Ja"f" (z), where the series converges uniformly

in every subdomain 5L2, £2C?32- To every such theorem corresponds the fol-

lowing analogue: For the domain g2 there exists a set of functions w„(z, z),

m„(z, z) =P(f*(z))G(3(E), such that every function w(z, z)G(3(E), regular in
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Jy2, can be represented in the form w(z, z) =E"-ia»M»(z> z)- This series con-

verges (uniformly) in every ÜE2Cr52- In the same way, every theorem stating

that/(z) can be approximated by E"=ia»")/"(z) m every subdomain X2 of §2,

has an analogue which can be proved in the theory of (3(E). We note that in

certain cases, it is possible to approximate u(z, z) in g2 (cf. [4]).

The set {z"} plays an important role among the sets of functions /, men-

tioned above. There arises the problem of characterizing the functions P(z"-1)

independently of their integral representation. This is, in fact, possible if E

satisfies a certain differential equation. For then the P(z"_1) satisfy an

ordinary differential equation. (We shall consider this question in another

paper.) In particular, the previous results yield: Every function w(z, z)£(3(E)

can be developed in every circle of regularity, | z| <p, in the form£"_1a„P(z,,_1)

and it can be approximated by E^-i^PO8'-1) in every regularity domain g2.

In addition, our method enables us to prove immediately many other

theorems concerning the degree of approximation. For instance: Let w — i(z)

map conformally the complement of %2 into \ w\ >1, and denote by the

curve d[z)=R>\. If w(z, z) is analytic in a domain «52DSs> then there exist

expressions pn(z, z) =X)"-ia^)I>(2''_1) sucri tnat

lim sup [max | u{z, z) — pn(z, z) |1/n] = 1/R.
n—* »

This result is an immediate generalization of the corresponding theorem of

Walsh [12].
7. Coefficient problems. In an analogous way other results (for instance,

those on overconvergence, on existence of boundary values, various gap

theorems, and so on) can be proved in the theory of functions of the class

(3(E). In §6, we introduced the system P(z"_1)»' = l, 2, • • • . We indicated that

the series

00

(7.1) Z^Ptz-1)
v=l

has a behavior analogous to that of a power series in the case of analytic func-

tions of one complex variable. In particular, one can deduce various proper-

ties of w(z, z) from the behavior of the coefficients a, of its expansion (7.1).

On the other hand, the function u(z, z) can be represented in the neighbor-

hood of the origin in the form

00        00 00 CO

(7.2) XXM^'z", or EE Vr.
»=0 n=l »—0 Ii—0

the series converging in E[|z| <p, [ij <p], p sufficiently small. The problem

now arises of finding properties of u from the behavior of A,ß or BVß.

By (3.4) we have the relation
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(7.3) am = CmAmo,      cm = 2«r(» 4- l)/7r1/2r(w + 1/2)

for the coefficient am of the function /, which is the associate of u. Thus, if

some property of Amo is known, the corresponding property of am follows by

(7.3) . Then, using the theorems of the theory of analytic functions of one

complex variable, which deal with the relation between the function and the

coefficients of its series development, we may obtain results concerning the

relation between the function u(z, z) and the coefficients Amo of its develop-

ment (7.2).

Examples. I. The radius, r, of the largest circle with center at the origin,

inside which w(z, z) =2~^Am„zmz'1 is regular, is given by

(7.4) \/r = lim (| An0\ cj1'"-
n—•»

II. Suppose now that.4„o = 0 in (7.2) for all n,except for w =X„ p = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,

where X„+t — X„>X„0, 0>1. Then u(z, z) cannot be continued analytically to

the outside of the circle whose radius is given by (7.4).

III. A classical result of the theory of entire functions states: Let

f(z) =Ea»z"be an entire function. The logarithm of the greatest of the terms

\anrn\ is asymptotically equal to \og[maxo£v^iT\f(rei'(') \ ]. A similar result is

valid in the case of entire functions u(z, z)£(3(E). Namely, we have the in-

equality

(7.5) I re-*) | g | An0R" |max-Emax(r) • (R/R - r),

where

r < R, I An0R" |max =   max   | An0R" \, Emax(r) =     max     | E(z. z,t)\.

For we have

I «(*, g) I £ I     I E(z, z, t) I • El «»2" I (1/2)"(1 - t2Y(\ - pyvHt
J -1 n-0

x

^ Emax(r) • E I ^nor" I ^ Emax(r) ■ | An0R» \max-(R/R - r).

n=0

An inequality for AnQ in terms of maxo^v^2ir| u(rei<pf re~i<p)\ follows from

(4.14).
The relation (7.3) enables us to give interesting formulations of many

theorems which have analogues in the theory of functions of (3(E). For

instance a generalization of a theorem of Fatou type was given in [5](u).

Since the coefficients of the associate function can be expressed by An0 in

the form (7.3), it follows from [5]: If Em-oM».o|2< °°, then u —y \A mnzmzn

= P(f), w£E(3(E), possesses boundary values almost everywhere on the unit

(u) We note that on p. 668, in 1.14 of [5] it is necessary to add to l+zz/'e* the factor

exp(-/*4 dz).
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circle. Further, the set of points in which these boundary values exist, in-

cludes the set 6, Gbeing the set of points in which/ii/((z/2)(l -/2))(1 -Py^dt

has boundary values.

A generalization of Hadamard's multiplication theorem was given in [2].

For certain applications it is useful to obtain an expression for Amn in

terms of Ama. Such a formula follows from the fact that

uiz, z) = u(z\ -f iz2, zi — iz2)

is an analytic function of two complex variables. Thus, we have

Amn=- I       I       I    {Efae'n+irte*", rtfw-ne'**, t]
4irn\m\J <j Jo

X2ZA«o [(l/2)(r!e!>i4- *>»«'«) (1 - *2) ]7f •VV"**'"^ 1 - f)1/2} d^d&dt.
n—0

Using the general integral formula (see [6]), we obtain integral formulas

with various ranges of integration.

III. Some problems involving functions of class (3(E)

8. Conjugate functions. Mapping by the functions of (3(E). The functions

u considered in this paper are complex. In most applications (theory of

linear partial differential equations) we need consider only their real part.

We wish to indicate a problem which involves both the real and imaginary

part of u.

The equation (1.1) is equivalent to the system of two equations

(l/4)Al/(1> + (l/2)AUxm + (l/2)5t/„(1) + {l/2)CU?+ (1/2)DU?
(1) (2)

+ Ciü    — c2U    = 0,

(8-1) (l/4)AL/(2> - (l/2)CU? - (1/2)DU™+ (l/2)AU™ + (l/2)ßt/„<2>

4- c2UW + ctüm = 0

where

U =£/<'> + iU«\      c = Cl+ic2,      A = (1/2) [(o 4- a) + (b + h)],

B = (1/20 l(a -ä)-(b- B)],      C = (- 1/2») [(a - ä) + (b - b)],

D= (1/2) [(a 4- a) - (6 + 5)].

On the other hand, every solution of (1.1) can be written in the form,

exp( — J'oßdz)-u(z, z)+exp(—flbdz)-v(z, z), where v(z, z) belongs to a class of

functions, whose associates are anti-analytic functions (that is, analytic

functions of z). Thus the functions of (3(E), with an appropriate E, form a

subclass of the functions satisfying the system (8.1). However, if o = 5, and c

is real, then the equations (8.1) are independent of each other.
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Relations existing between the real and imaginary parts of u, in the

general case, are given in

Theorem 8.1. Let u =««+iu™ £(?(E), E = E(1)4-iE(2). Further, let

T(z\ua))+iC(z\um) be the associate of u (see (4.5)). Then

(8.2)

(1) (2)        f 1 ^,<2\^/   I    t«v/, 2,-1/2-,
ux   - uv   =J   (Ex  -E„)T(z|m   )(1 - t) dt

-X\Eix2) + Ey1))C(Z\ua))(l-tY,2dt,

(8.3)

u? + u? = j1 (e12) + lfm« I «(1))d - tYmdt

+ jyx1)-Ev2))C(z\uW)(l-tY'2dt.

We obtain (8.2) and (8.3) by differentiating u and using the Cauchy-Rie-

mann differential equations for the associate.

In addition to m(1) and w(2) we may consider the pair of functions v(1), vi2),

where v^+iv^ =filE1(z, z, /)/[(z/2)(l-fijr^Vt and

E1 = (Eil)-Ef)+i(Ef+Ei1)).

The functions u(k) and v^, k = l, 2, are connected by the equations

,„ (1) (2) (1) (1)   ,       (2) (2)
(8.4) ux  — uy   = v   ,      «,+»>=! ■

It follows that many relations exist between u<-k) and v<-kK For instance, if

satisfies a (self-adjoint) partial differential equation of elliptic type and

second order, say Li(m(1)) = Aw(1) -f4cwcl> = 0, c real, then a generalized Cauchy

formula is valid. It determines the values of inside a domain 2l2 in terms

of the values of um and v(k), k = l, 2, on the boundary a1 of 2l2. Using the

formula (9), p. 515 of [11 ] we obtain

2wu^{x, y) = f [(«<2W{ - ««»W, + v™W)dS
Ja1

+ (u™Wv 4- u™W( - v^W)dr,\, (x, y) £ 2I2.

Here IF(a:, y; £, 77) is a fundamental solution of L\.

Remark. Clearly, if um are connected by the generalized Cauchy-Rie-

mann equations,

A r (») (*> ,    (») (*) ,    (•) w .    (»)n     _ . „
2j [ttii^   + aikUy   + asku    + aik \ = 0, s = 1, 2,
k-l

(1)   (2) (2) (1)
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a generalized Cauchy formula can be obtained without introducing v<-l), z>(2).

If L,(m<») = 0 then

2iru^(x, y) = f {[(- (A2W)e + WC2 - W,)u™

+ (- (B2W)< + D2W)u™ + E2W]d£ - [(- (WA1), + Wd

- W()u™ + (- (WBi)v + WDju™ + WEi\dr)),

O, y) e w.

Ah, Bk, ■ • • are polynomials in a^, they are the coefficients of the expressions

u%   = Aiuv   + Biu,   + Ciu    4- Diu    + Ei,

(!)      A    «ls   (2) i
m,   = A2U£   + B2ut   4- • • • •

In analogy with conformal transformations, one may consider the map-

ping of the (x, y)-plane by the functions U(z, z) of the class exp( — Jfcdz) ■ (3(E).

If U satisfies (1.1) then this mapping represents a transformation by a pair

(Uw, t/(2)) of solutions of the system (8.1). The following case is of special

interest. Suppose that the boundary f1 of g2 can be decomposed: f1=S"=ifJ.

Suppose further, that by the transformation U= U(z, z) every curve-seg-

ment fj is transformed into gJ = E[^((7(1), Z7<2>)=0], v = 1, 2, • • • , n. The

pair (Z7(1), Z7C2)) then represents a solution of the system (8.2), (8.3), satisfying

the boundary condition

»M17W, r/(2>)=0on t1, v = \,2,

9. The coincidence of functions of different classes along curves. In this

section we investigate the problem: when can two functions of different

classes, or at least their real parts, coincide along a curve. Results in this

direction are especially of interest if one of the two classes is the class of

analytic functions of one complex variable.

We shall indicate some applications of the results in this direction to the

boundary value problem(12), and to the characterization of singularities.

LetE(z, z, t) possess the property that for (x, y), z=x-\-iy, z=x—iy, belonging

to a curve fl of the real plane, we have

(9.1) E(z,z, 0 = Ex(z, t), (x,y)et\

(la) In analogy with the theory of partial differential equations, we may consider the

boundary value problems for the functions of the class (3(E). Since a function which satisfies

(1.1) can be represented in the form (2.4), the boundary value problem for L(U) = 0 can be

reduced to that of functions of the class (3(E). We note that if a = 5 and c is real (see (1.1)), we

may write t/(z, z) =Re{exp(-/jadz)/!_1E(z, z, /)/((z/2)(l -/2))(1 -t^'Ht].

In this case our later results can be directly used in the theory of partial differential equa-

tions.
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where Ei(z, t) is an analytic function of one complex variable regular in a (suffi-

ciently large) domain of the (complex) z-plane. Then

(9.2) u(z, z) = h(z) for (x, y) G f1

where u(z, z) is the function of (3(E) introduced by (2.6) and

r1       I l - f- \ dt
(9-3) h(z) = J ^E^z, /)/^z    - JJJ~~2yjl

is an analytic function of one complex variable.

Example I. We have

(9.4) E(z, z, t) = E(z, lie + z, t) m E,(*, /)    for (x, y) G tl = E[y = - c].

Example II. Suppose that

(9.5) E(z, z, t) = Ii(r, t) = 1 + «i*(r, t), r2 = x2 + y2,

where Ei(r, /) is a function which is independent of <p.

(See also (2.3).) Here r and (p are polar coordinates. Then we have

(9.6) E(z, i, 0 = E,(p, 0 for (x, y) eti= E[x*+y*= o*].

We now shall discuss the above mentioned applications of the coincidence of

the functions u and h on f1 (see (9.2)).

1. Boundary value problem. We consider at first the case where E is of the

form described in Example II. Let u(z, z)G(3(E), where E satisfies (9.6). If

for all integers n, w^O,

Jn(p) = J Ei(p, 0(1 - t2)"-ll2dt * 0,

then ü(r, <p) = u(re'v, re~iV) can be represented in the domain $2 = E[|z| <p] in

the form

u(r, <p)

1       r* It co

- m"L
lit j o n—0

rnJn(r)ein(-*-^d^

J     /.St     /.l co

(9.7) =- I v(mi(r,r)2Z
2t j o „=o

pb/„(p)

r"(l — T»)*-»/^Mr#)4MT

p"/„(p)

f(«?)Ei(r, 7-)H(foria) <jr<2at#1 p2x pi «2, !)(^)Ei(r, r)H(ie-il

~ (2ir)2J0    J-i Jo   1 - I*"VH1 - tV( (1  _ T2)
1/2

where v($)=u(p, d) is supposed to be an absolutely integrable function.

r/p<b<\, and

(9.8) H(&r**) - £ —- •
n-0    J n(p)
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We obtain (9.7) by formal calculation, since it follows from Lemma 9.1 that

the first series converges uniformly for r^po<p.

Lemma 9.1. For every e, €>0, and every p, p5=pi < °° there exists an n0, such

that for n>no we have

i - e s\j E1(p,j)(l - /2)"-1/2<ft/ j (1 - /2)"-1/2^

(9.9)

X
x"2r(» + 1/2)

(l _ py-wdt =
r<» 4-1)

Proof. By (9.5) we have

/i /• i /»+ie^p, od - t2)n-ll2dt = J (l - py-^dt 4- J   WO», 0(i - py-^dt

+ J j2e!*(p, 0(1 - py-^Ht.
r(i/2)r(» 4- 1/2)

r(» 4-1)

(See [10, p. 133 formula (2)].) Since E*(p, /) is supposed to be regular, there

exists a constant c, such that |E*(p, t) \ ^c, and therefore

J j /2E!*(p, o(i - i2)"-1'2^! g cj t2(i - py-^dt

c r(i/2)r(« 4-1/2)

2        T{n + 2)

Hence from T(«4-2) = («4-l)r(w4-l) we have

c If1 /r(l/2)r(n + 1/2)
1-<       Ei(p, 0(1 - t2)"-ll2dt / -—

2(» + 1)    |J_, '        r(n+ 1)

c
^ 1 4--

2(n 4- 1)
which yields (9.9).

Since in (9.7) we supposed r^p0<p the absolute and uniform con-

vergence of the series in the first integral of (9.7) follows from (9.9).

An analogous formula can be derived if the derivative dü(r, <p)/dr is pre-

scribed along l\.

Remark 1. If a (real) function satisfying L{U)=0 and assuming given

real values on the boundary has to be determined, we take for v(<p) such an

analytic function of one complex variable that Re[exp( — J&dz)-v(z)] as-

sumes the given values of f^.

Remark 2. In our above considerations, the existence of functions

u(z, z)EC(E) satisfying the required boundary conditions was presupposed.

However, there exist cases where the proof can be given without a preliminary
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existence hypothesis(13). For instance, suppose that a (real) function H{tp)

is chosen in such a way that H(<p) = R&[h(pei*)], where h(z) is an analytic

function of one complex variable such that f0x | A(Xcv) \pd<p < aa, p > 1.

Let £(a„cos M<P+&n sm n<P) be the Fourier development of H(<p). Then

E cnr"p-»ein*. cn = an — ibn,

will be an analytic function, regular in $2 = E[| z\ <p] the real part of which

converges almost everywhere to H(tp) when we approach l\ radially. It fol-

lows by Lemma 9.1 that

(9.10) 2~2 cnrnJ„(r)ein*/pnJn(p)

converges uniformly for every r5jpo<p. Thus (9.10) is a function of (3(E)

which is regular in ®2, and it suffices to show that it converges to h(peiv) as

r—>p. We shall show that

(9.11)
I L«=n, P"

A     r»Jn(r)   . "

n=n, P"/n(p)

converges (uniformly in r) to zero, as «0—>00 • We have

rn/„(r) .

n=n0      P n=n0 p"/„(p)

r»j |7„(p) - 7„(r)

m

,-|-| f1 [EKp.O-EKr.OKl-/2)"-1'2^!/ f+Ei(p, i)(l-<2)"-1/2^-
Pnl  M-l |f

Since Ei(p, J) is an analytic function of the real variable p, it satisfies, for all

r, a Lipschitz condition

I Ei(p, t) - E,(r, *) J £ &.J * ~ r\

where G is a fixed constant.

Thus (9.11) is smaller than

Z Ci|p - h[ J'a - <2)"-i/2^|/J1e1(p, oa-fl-wwH-l c„\~-

(13) In this case we thus obtain the proof of the existence of a function w(z, z) S(3(E) regular

in E[|z| <p], the real part of which assumes the prescribed values almost everywhere on the

boundary E[|z| =p]. (We therefore obtain, in certain instances, an existence proof for solutions

of partial differential equations.)
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By a known result Zn=n01 c»l r"P-n = ei(Mo)/(p — r) where lim n^xe\(n) = 0. (See

[8, pp. 405-408].) Thus, by (9.9), (9.11) is less than

«i(wo)[l 4- t(n0)] = «2(«o),       hm «2(«) = 0,

This completes the proof.

In the last paragraph of §8, we considered, a function u{z, z) = w(1)4-iw(2)

which maps a domain g24-f into the domain ®2+ß\ (fl=S"_ifi, Q1 =S"_ißi)-

The functions um and «(2) are solutions of a system of partial differential

equations for which the boundary conditions are: \py[uw, w(2>] =0 on fj, v = l,

2, • • • , n.

If g2 = S2 = E[|z| <p] and if ij/r(u^\ m<2)) are linear functions of m(1)

and w<2), the solution of the above boundary value problem for a pair

of harmonic functions can be written (in special cases) (M) in the form

m(l)4-w<2) =cJoII?-i(z— a<)Hdz. This result can be generalized for the func-

tions u(z, z)£(?(E), E satisfying (9.5). In fact, since by (9.2) h(z) and u(z, z)

coincide on t\, the determination of u(z, z) can be reduced to the finding of a

function /(z) which satisfies the integral equation

r1       / l -12 \    dt 2
(9.12) Jup, o/^-j-J—_ = Kz),       z e «„

A(z) being the analytic function satisfying the prescribed boundary condi-

tions. We can develop/(z) and A(z) in power series in the domain Ä2.. Writing

A(z) =Zn°-oanzn an£l comparing coefficients, we get

00    2"a tn      If2*   /2t \

(9.13) /(f) = £ —P- = -       A ( - «<«) H(öe--)J«,
„_0     /n(p) 27T J o \ 0 /

where H is the function introduced in (9.8), and | f | <b <1. Since in the case

considered we have A(z)= /JIl!Li(z — avYvdz, we have

«(*, z) = —       I      I   E(z, i, r)H(&<ria)
27t »/ _i •/ o      •/ o

(9.14)

■[ II (l - aO*] (1 - t2)-mdvdadt, s = sii-rfie^ß.

(u) We note that in the case considered um and «<2) satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations

in addition to the potential equation.

Since uV+iu™ = exp(J*0adz)U (see (2.5)) the relations A,u<»+B,u<*'> + C,=>0, »-1, 2,

• • • , n;Av,B„ C, being constants, become (A,+By)p1U'-1'>-\-(Ay—Bv)piUm-\-C, = Ov/herepiand

pi are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of expif^adz).

We remark that when dealing with differential equations, especially in connection with the

coincidence problem, it is often useful to consider classes Q(E) with a generating function E

which does not fulfill the hypothesis A (see p. 133).
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In the case I (see p. 146) we can proceed similarly. However, the de-

termination of / from (9.3) is slightly more complicated. Let A(z) be the

analytic function, regular in ®j = E[y> — c], c>0, which assumes the given

values on the curve f} = E[y= — c]. Since it is a convex domain containing

the origin, there exists, by Corollary 3.1, an analytic function /(z) = R(z\u)

(see (3.1)) such that

(9.15) E(z, z 4- 2ic, t)f[z
dt

(1 - t2) 1/2
= AO).

Let 2~lanZn and y^4nz" be the function elements of / and A, respectively, at

the origin and suppose E(z, z+2ic, i) =2~2Pn(t)zn. Then we have

(9.16)

-Eo.o

-Ei.o

0

-Eo.i

0

0

• • Ao

■ ■ Ay

En.k =

E„,0        -En-1,1    -En-2,2 ' ' ' An

f Hn(0(l - t2)k-1'2dt/2k.

Proof. A formal calculation yields,

f   j Z H„(*)zn Z akzk2~k(\ - t2)k-l'2\dt
J —1  \ n=0 i=0 /

= Zz^ i>„ f1H„_„(<)2-(l - t2)^2dt\.
n=0      L >»0      J — 1 J

By a comparison of coefficients, we have y~"=a<xrEn_v., = An, which yields

(9.16).
2. Residue theorems. There exists a simple method for the construction of

functions of the class (3(E) with certain singularities In fact suppose that

/(z) is a function, which is regular at the origin and possesses a singularity

at the point a. For example, take /(z) = (z— a)~l. The function(16) u(z, z)

= P[(z—a)-1] will belong by definition (see §2) to the class (3(E), and will be

defined by the integral representation (2.6) over the domain S32 = E[| z | < <=o ]

— E[z = 2aS, 1^5<oo]. As we shall show immediately, w(z, z) is also

(1S) Sometimes it is useful, for the construction of functions with singularities to use

operators slightly different from (2.6), for example, operators of the form Pi(/)=Ei(z, z)/(z)

+/E2(z, z, t)f[p{z, t)]dt, or involving double integrals. If/(z) becomes infinite in such a way

that the above integral is a regular function of z, z, then P,(/) possesses a singularity of the same

character as /. (See also §1.) In particular, this method yields fundamental solutions.

Note that by the method indicated in [3, especially, p. 1173] various representations of

this form can be easily obtained, Ei and E2 being solutions of certain integral or differential equa-

tions.
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regular on E[z = 2aS, 1<S< »]. Let d>=Reiv, R = 2\a\S, S>1, and <p

= arg a. The function [2°((1 — t2)/2) —a]_1(l —t2)~112 considered as a function

of the complex variable t — h~¥it* possesses two poles, namely at the points

/ = /«>= +(l-5-1)1'2 and / =       -(1 -S"1)1'2. We write

©1 = E[- I <h< l,h = 0],

©2 = E[- 1 < f, < 1, t2 = 0]  - S EL- e + tw <h< Hk> + e,h = 0]

2

+ S E[r = t<-k) + te**, 180° g v> ̂  360°],

, 2
@3 = E[- 1 < h < 1, <2 = 0]  - S E[- e +       < <! < 2<fc> +«,*»= 0]

2

+ S E[< =      + ee*", 0 ^ <pS 180°],

6 being sufficiently small.

For every zw =Rei+, ^<arg a, we have

f , [(«/2)(l - <*)- ahm** py^Ht = f , [0/2)(l- ^2) - a]"'(l- i2)~1/2^

since©} can be reduced to©2 without cutting across singularities. The second

integral exists, and represents an analytic function even for z(1)=3(0), since

the integrand is regular on ©3. It follows that f1_1[(z/2)(l-t2)-a]'1^-P)~wdt

is a regular function of z in the point zk0). However, in general we shall find

different values for this function if we approach first from the left and then

from the right, since ©3 cannot be reduced to ©2 without cutting the poles at

tw, t{2). Hence the point 2a will in general be a branch point of P[(z—a)-1].

Suppose that /(z) possesses a denumerable number of singularities which

have no accumulation point within a finite distance of the origin. Then an

analogous consideration shows that P(/) will possess, at corresponding points,

singularities which are, in general, branch points of P(/). In that case, the

integral formula (2.6) represents one branch of P(/).

Now the problem of characterizing these singularities arises(w). If the

functions u(z, z) belonging to a class (3(E) coincide with analytic functions of

one complex variable, along certain curves, we may use this fact for one

kind of characterization of singularities.

The procedure which can be applied may be demonstrated in the case

where E satisfies the relation (9.5).

(16) If E(z, z, /) satisfies certain differential equations,the function P[(z—a)-1] satisfies

ordinary differential equations, with coefficients which are connected with E(z, z, /) in a simple

way. For details see [2],
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Suppose at first that u(z, z) is regular in the circle $2 = E[|z| gp]. Then

by Corollary 3.1,/(z), (and hence also, by (9.3), A(z)) is regular in $2, and we

have

(9.17) f u(z,z)dz = f h(z)dz = 0,        fl = E[lzl=p].

Thus under the conditions indicated above, the line integral (9.17) taken

along a circle vanishes if f1 lies in regularity domain of u(z, z).

Suppose now that/(z) has a pole, that is, say we have/(z) = (z—a)-1 and

p>2a. Since the point 2a is a branch point, fl = E[|z| =p] will be now an

open curve on the Riemann surface of u{z, z). (It lies in the sheet in which the

representation (2.5) is valid.) Both end points of f1 lie on the slit

E [z = 2aS, 1 ^ 5 < oo ]

(but of course in different sheets of the Riemann surface).

We have, then,

I   P[(z - aYx\dz = 4t* I        Ei(p, 0(1 - P)-*l*dt,
JV- J t_.»>

(9.18)
*<•> = - (- 1)M(1 - 2 I a I p-1)1'2, n = 1, 2.

Proof. The left-hand member of (9.18) can be written in the form

(9.19) j  j 1 KxO, 0 [(«/2)(l - /2) - «H(1 - f)-^dtdz.

The integrand of (9.19) is an absolutely integrable function. We have there-

fore

/»       p (=1 /.        /» «f(D n        n «(<*> /»        /» 1<1

Jf1 J t=_l Jfl J.>.e> Jf1 J«>-1 ^"Jfl •//>,«

Changing the order of integration, the residue theorem then gives

Ei(p, 0
Uiri -ZLJ—   for       tm < t < f«>,

Ei(Pt t)dz \      (1 - *2)3'2

fl [(z/2)(l - P) - a](l - J2)1'2     y 0 for    - 1   < t < t™,

0 for      t™ <t<l,

which yields (9.18).
The analogous formula for P[(z—a)_n], «>1, an integer, can be obtained

in the following way: The integral, in a certain neighborhood of every point

a = a" for which \a°\ ?±p is a regular function of a.

Differentiating (9.18) n times with respect to a we obtain
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(9.20)      (- 1)««! I   P[(s - a)-<**»]<fe = 4t*--M-— > .
V Jf1 rfanlJ(_,« (l-t2)3'2/

(Note that a appears only in      and JC2).)

10. A connection with a class of difference equations. There exists an im-

portant connection between differential and difference equations. In particu-

lar, some of our previous results can be used for the theory of difference

equations of the type<17)

[M + l)(n + lMJf + 1, n + I)

+ EI aSK(M -s+ IM* ~ s + 1, n - k)
S=0 K=0

(10 1) Ss Kl

+ EE ßsK(n -k+ l)i(M - s, n - k + 1)
S-0 K-0

+ Z Z ySK^M -s,n-k) = o.
s-0 k-0

Here ocsk, Psk, and ysK are constants.

Theorem 10.1. Let
oo oo

(10.2) U(z, i) = EI Hm, n)zmz"
m=0 n= 0

Je a solution of (1.1), w&ere

Si   Xi Si   Ki Sj k>

(10.3) s=EE a.fcZ'z*,     5=EE p\*z'z*,   a«d   c = EE •y.fcZ'z*.
•—0 it—0 8=0 k=0 1=0 h=0

Then 4> (M, N) is a solution of the difference equation (10.1).

Proof. We have

v*- EI(M4 l)(n + l)*(M + 1, n + l)zMz»,
m n

U.jt Z<*SKzszR = Z Z Z Z<*sk(M -s+ IMM -s + un- IJrV,
S_0 A'=0 m    n  s-0 k-0

Si   Kl S2 Kl

£7*Z Z ßsKZsz« = Z Z Z Z ßsK(n -k+ W(M - s, n - k + l)zMz»,
8-0 k-0 m    n  s-0 k-0

Z Z y3k^k = Z Z Z Z        — s, n — k)z¥z».
s=0K=0 m   n  8=0 k=0

(") We note that the difference equations in two variables have been treated very little

by analytical methods. As far as I know the only results in this direction were obtained by C. R.

Adams, On the existence of solutions of a linear partial pure difference equation, Bull. Amer.

Math. Soc. vol. 32 (1926) p. 197.
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Since U is supposed to satisfy equation (1.1), the function \p(M, N) must

satisfy (10.1).

Remark. In speaking of a solution, \p{M, N) of (10.1), we shall in the

future always suppose that the ^{M, N) have the following property:

There exists a number p>0such that Zm=oZ^=o| f(M, N)\pM+N < ». Under

this hypothesis, it follows that conversely, to every solution \l/(M, N) of

(10.1) there corresponds a function U(z, z) given by (10.2) and satisfying

L(U) = 0.
The connection indicated in Theorem (10.1) enables one to reduce many

problems of the theory of difference equations of type (10.1) to that of func-

tions satisfying L( U) = 0. Then the application of the methods of the theory

of partial differential equations may yield the desired result.

As an example of such a procedure, the following problem may be con-

sidered :

To give a representation of the solution \p(M, N) of (10.1) in terms of

xp(N, 0) and ^(0, N), n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

By Theorem (10.1) (cf. also the remark following it) this problem is

equivalent to finding the coefficients of Usatisfying (1.1), where the functions

a, b and c are given by (10.3). On the other hand, by (7.6) we have for the

coefficients Amn the relation

MM, N) =

(10.4)
1 ~S»     /.2t    /.l     2 * i(Af#1+.V#j)/ 2,1/2

-T^TTT^ EHA/^Arf/ /r,r2e (1-0,
4v2MlN\J0    Jo    J-i k~x /

Here

— I airie^1 + ir2eiv2, z)dz ,

t/» (netyl-HrjeWs) "1

— I b{z, rie'*1 — irie^dz ,

"  iHM, 0) [-(fie4*1 4- »>2e'>2)(l - t2)lM

"   tA(0, AO [-(rie^i - tV2e'*»)(l - t2)lN

h = to ~TTL 2 J '

and the functions =Ek(rieivi+ir2ei^, rie^i—xr2ei*2, t), k = \, 2, are gen-

erating functions of the totality of functions satisfying (1.1) when a, b, c are

given by (10.3).

The representation (10.4) enables us to draw various conclusions con-

cerning ip(M, N). For instance, the growth properties of 4/(M, N) (considered
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as a function of M and A7), in terms of the growth properties of \p(N, 0) and

^(0, N), can be obtained from this relation.
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